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Doto __Novender 27, 1963 . 

is W, HARDY DAVIS, S042 Lounciinu Avenue Purkwsy, adviese 
that early in the covering of Exturczy, Hoverder 23, 1963, he had 
had a discussicn of SAVID FERNIZ wath d&aCx MARTIN et the latter's 
home, and the discussion Speculizted on the possibility that FERRIE 
might have had scxnething to eo With killing President KENNEDY, as 
they both knew that FERRIE Wis = gun fancier, and WAKTIN had re- 
called seeing @ picture of 4 mitle wBLicgediy used to kill President 
KENNEDY, which MARTIN thought was similar to the rifle he had seen 
in FERRIE's possession Séveral years ego. It wes 2iso nenticned | 
by MARTIN that FERRIE had once ciscussed 4 Ehert Story plot woich 

_ involved the shocting of the United States President. 

A short, while letor, efter DAVIS kad returned hens, 
HARTIN called him and toi@ him that he heard « television program 
which had tied FENRIS in as Civil 4ir Patrol Instructcr with LEE 
HARVEY OSWALD, and HsRTIN tole DAVIS that the television program: 
had reported thet the library. ecard of DAVID FSRRIE had been found 
in the possession of OSWALD in Dillas, Texas upon the levter's 

, arrest. DAVIS edvised he did not ste the television prograx, but 
° immediately contacted FERRIE'sS attorney, G, WRAY GILL, and told 

: him what MARTIN had said. When talking to GILL, DAaviS advised he 
heard that FEKRIE had received Cuban literature in GILL'’s office, 

7 .. and the latter confirmed this in conversation to Davis. DAVIS 
stated he did not know what literature was received or what was . 
the nature of: the literature mailec to GILL's office. Davis 
Said the information regarding FERRIE's possible ownership of — 
firearms and instruction of OSWALD in the use of fircarms and a 

wee rifle scope was a maiter of pure speculation on the part of JACK 
q . HARTIN, and ho had no inforzation other than MARTIN's statexent 

24. to confirm these allegations, 
oa 

DAVIS said that MARTIN was his source of infornztion 
as to the linking of FERRIE with OSVALD, He said he hizself 

has no direct knowledge whatever as to any association between 

the two men, He said he has had little or no association with 
FERRIE; however, he is closely associated with JACK MARTIN, who 
reportedly was once closely associated with FERRIE, 
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